
BEST QUALITY COTTON YARNS FROM INDIA

CONTACT US
A 409, Mondeal Heights, S.G

Highway, Satellite, Ahmedabad,

380015, INDIA

+91-9825006603

sajjan@ambicatex.com

www.ambicatex.com

SOURCING HUB FOR TEXTILES      
SINCE 1987

- In Cotton Yarn Business for more than 30 years

- Based at Ahmedabad, which is the "Textile Hub"   

- Well Experienced and Qualified Team

- Reputed Sourcing Hub having sound 

   of India

      International & Domestic Presence

At Ambica Taptex, 

We are always willing to walk the extra mile 

to make our customers smile!



ABOUT US
AMBICA TAPTEX PRIVATE LIMITED is a

YARN SOURCING & SERVICE Company,

providing complete textile services like

suppliers’ selections, competitive prices,

sourcing, quality assurance, inline

inspection, final inspections, compliance

and complete solution for buyers.

OUR SERVICES

Our quality assurance department

inspects inline production and cargo

before shipment and provides an

inspection report with actual shipment

pictures. We have professional sourcing,

marketing, merchandising, logistics

departments who provide comprehensive

service to a reduced cycle time of each

step for all our buyers.

Quality

We deal in cotton, 100% cotton carded

and combed yarn, bleached/dyed yarn,

siro yarn, open end yarn, slub yarn,

stretched yarn, BCI yarn, organic yarn,

synthetic yarn for knitting & weaving

both single and multifold as well as home

textile products.

Our Products

We have more than 30 years of

experience in textile both domestic and

export business. We are providing our

services to worldwide customers like

Bangladesh, Thailand, Egypt, and Italy.

We maintain excellent relationships with

major textile manufacturers and

exporters.

Experience

- BCI / Organic yarns

- Open end yarns

- Open end slub yarns

- Ring slub yarn

- Siro / Eli twist yarn

- Core spun yarn

- Carded / Combed / Compact yarn

- Multi-fold yarn

- Bleached / Dyed yarn

- Indigo dyed yarn

- Linen yarn

FOR KNITTING AND WEAVING

- One way slub / cross hatch

- Rigid / stretch

- Dual core

- Knit denim

- Dobbies

- Wider widths - stretch up to 74"

- Dark indigo / Bottoming / Topping

FOR DENIM

WE SOURCE


